In the original Arkham Asylum video game, it is the Joker who orchestrates the breakout of the asylum, not Deathstroke, but Ben Affleck has mentioned in the past that he wants to dive into villains that have not yet been seen on the big screen and Deathstroke definitely fits into that description. Though when asked in January if he was still onboard to portray Deathstroke, Joe Manganiello replied that he didn’t know anymore. It has also rumored that Josh Gad might step in to play the Penguin in the upcoming movie, but that would go against the other rumors that were just presented unless Batman: Arkham is a Video Game series based, of course, on the Batman superhero franchise. Each … Batman: Arkham Asylum deals with the end of the Asylum which nearly gets totally destroyed in the course of the game’s events. Likewise Blackgate Penitentiary was burned down before the game began. This destruction leads to a huge problem for the city on containing the criminal threat calling for a radical solution that was already in the works in the secret room of Quincy sharp. Batman: Arkham City ends with the death of the Joker, bringing his deadly rivalry with Batman to a close, finally doing away with his Joker Immunity. Fingerprinting Air: The Detective Scanner lets Batman pick up on available clues in the environment to solve past crimes and hunt down criminals.